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Abstract.   The present work investigates the wave generation and propagation in a 2-D wave flume to assess 
the effect of wave reflection for varying beach slopes by using a numerical tool based on computational fluid 
dynamics. At first, a numerical wave flume (NWF) is created with different mesh sizes to select the optimum 
mesh size for time efficient simulation. In addition, different beach slope conditions are introduced such as 
1:3, 1:5 and numerical beach at the far end of the NWF to optimize the wave reflection solutions. In addition, 
several parameters are analysed in order to optimize the solutions. The developed numerical model and its key 
findings are compared with analytical and experimental surface elevation results and it reveals a good 
correlation. Finally, the recommended numerical solutions are validated with the experimental findings. 
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1. Introduction 

 

In the design and the execution of marine structure, it is paramount important to understand the 

fluid/structure interaction. In the past, physical model studied are carried out in a wave flume or 

wave basin, on a scale model in real sea conditions. However, with the recent developments in 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software and open-source tool now it is possible to carry out 

time efficient and relatively initial studies by numerical approach. The outcome of such studies is 

used to represent of the real-life environment. Keeping the rough sea conditions in mind, the coastal 

structures have to meet several criteria before installation and execution. These structures must be 

rigid and flexible, highly resistant to corrosion, allow for maintenance interventions, and withstand 

severe conditions such as storms and many other aspects. On the other hand, several investigators 

have worked on developing numerical wave flumes for simulating ocean waves and reproducing the 

physical condition accurately. Several investigators have used analytical codes to generate ocean 

waves in an NWF. (Lal and Elangovan 2008, Kumaran et al. 2021, Liang et al. 2010, Vijay et al. 

2021). Fatemeh et al. (2007) developed a RANS equation - VoF method-based numerical model to 

investigate the wave breaking, the resultant local velocity, turbulence, and overtopping over the 

breakwater. Silva et al. (2010) provide accurate results in the simulations and generation of regular 

waves in the water depths ranges of (d/L≤ 20). The key findings are compared with analytical 

formulations and also studied the significance of the domain height, convergence of mesh & time 
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discretization on the water surface elevation (η). Finnegan and Goggins (2012) investigated the 

linear deep-water waves using the ANSYS CFX tool. Several tests are performed to see the influence 

of various parameters on the waves generated, including the computational grid size, domain length 

and height, time step interval, and beach slopes. The outcomes show excellent correlations in 

comparison with the linear wave theory. In a physical model study, the wave reflection is analysed 

by various methods available in the literature (Goda Suzuki 1972, Mansard and Funke 1980, Zhu 

1999, Isaacson 1991). Maguire et al. (2011) studied various beach slopes and recommended a slope 

value greater than 1:10. Similarly, Fabio et al. (2018) and Finnegan et al. (2012) investigated slopes 

1:3 to 1:6, and both works concluded that 1:5 is the ideal slope condition. Elangovan (2011) 

investigated the effect of beach slope on wave reflection and concluded that a beach slope of 1:3 is 

better in reducing wave reflection. Kamath (2012) investigated several grid cell densities, and each 

wavelength starts with a minimum of 10 grid cells. When the density of grid cells is small, the wave's 

amplitude is significantly reduced as it propagates through the NWF because of the numerical 

diffusion. Mohammed et al. (2016) numerically studied the hydrodynamic performance of two types 

of innovative breakwaters with two vertical perforated walls, of different permeabilities, with and 

without, horizontal slotted walls in between and validated them with results from experimental 

studies. Zheng et al. (2016) studied the wave structure interaction using open foam to simulate the 

wide range of non-linear wave conditions. Tian et al. (2018) investigated the effect of the wave 

interaction with a vertical cylinder in a 3-Dimensional numerical wave flume and compared the 

results with analytical solutions. They observed that Fluent code could accurately model the 

generation of regular waves. Nizamani et al. (2021) investigated the stress imposed on offshore 

structures by environmental factors using CFD and concluded that inaccuracy is less than 3% for 

maximum lifting force whereas an inaccuracy of 15% was observed during the minimum lifting 

force. Kumaran et al. (2022) implemented the numerical wave flume to access the performances of 

a slotted barrier. The outcome of the study aid in designing coastal structures for the actual wave 

conditions. Kandula et al. (2022) studied the cavitating effects of fluid flow past different 

axisymmetric activator in a water tunnel experimental study and a numerical model (CFD- Fluent) 

is developed and validated the same with the experimental findings. Chang et al. (2018) studied the 

bragg resonances by cnoidal and stokes waves wave theory and in the numerical results exhibit 

higher resolution for examining the secondary eddies com-pared with the conventional numerical 

methods. Priya et al. (2000) studied the hydraulic parameters such as wave reflection, transmission 

characteristics, hydrodynamic pressures and forces on a submerged semi-circular breakwater model 

and the hydrodynamic pressures are compared with the 2-D finite element model of Sundar et al. 

(2000) and good correlation is observed. Chen et al. (2019) observed the effective reduction in the 

propagation of spurious-free harmonic waves based on the numerical model of the second-order 

wave-maker theory. In Spatio-temporal domains, a stable wave profile can be created based on this 

model. Similarly, the FFT techniques are also used to analyse all the amplitudes of Fourier 

components from two simultaneous wave recordings taken at adjacent locations, which can be 

applied to both regular and irregular wave trains. Yuan and Tao (2003) investigated the wave force 

acting on SBWs under submerged and emerged conditions. The numerical solutions based on the 

hybrid method of the BEM and the finite difference method and fluid motion described by the 

velocity potential are used to study the wave force on SBW. The numerical solutions are validated 

with five sets of experimental data of semi-circular breakwaters and good correlations are obtained 

between the numerical and experimental results. 

Keeping these motives in mind and significantly reducing wave reflection in a numerical wave 

flume, an extensive work i.e., varying the mesh size, beach slope and NWT length is carried out on 
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ANSYS-Fluent computational fluid dynamics based on the RANS equations. The computational 

results are validated with the results obtained from a theoretical (stokes equations) and experimental 

result of Binomol et al. (2017). The outline of the research work is as follows. The theoretical model, 

the numerical governing equations using ANSYS-FLUENT, and meshing details for the 

computation domain are discussed in Sections 2 & 3. Section 4 elaborates on the physical model 

setup in the wave flume facility at Central Water & Power Research Station (CWPRS)- Pune, India. 

Section 5 focuses on the various interpretation of results for understanding the effect of beach slopes, 

and finally, the validation of recommended NWF is highlighted with the performance of QCB. 

 

 

2. Theoretical method  
 

2.1 Stokes wave theory 
 

Stokes wave theory, a nonlinear one, describes regular finite amplitude progressive waves. Real 

waves have shorter crests and deeper troughs, while sinusoidal waves have the same height and 

length of crests and troughs, respectively. The equation in the dimensional form of Laplace is given 

in Eq. (1). At the same time, the wave steepness Hi/L is small but not infinitely small as for regular 

waves. This assumption is reasonable since, in actual waves, the steepness never exceeds 0.10-0.15. 

∇2∅ =
𝜕2∅

𝜕𝑥2 +
𝜕2∅

𝜕𝑥2 = ∅𝑥𝑥 + ∅𝑧𝑧 = 0                   (1) 

The boundary conditions to be satisfied are the free surface kinetic boundary condition 

∅𝑧 = 0;                   𝑧 =  −ℎ                 (2) 

𝜂𝑡  0 +  ∅𝑥𝜂𝑥 − ∅𝑧 = 0  ;  𝑧 =  −𝜂                     (3) 

𝜂 +
1

2𝑔
( ∅𝑥

2 + ∅𝑧
2) +  

1

𝑔
∅𝑡 =

𝐶(𝑡)

𝑔
  ;  𝑧 =  𝜂                 (4) 

Where C(t) is the arbitrary function in the generalized Bernoulli equation. 

In addition, we assume the waves are periodic in x, which we express as 

∅𝑥(0, z, t) = ∅𝑥(L, z, t) = 0                        (5) 

The dimensional form of the equations and solutions are based on the assumption that if we 

define the parameter γ as 

γ = δϵ =
𝐻

ℎ

ℎ

𝐿
=

𝐻

𝐿
                                (6) 

Then we have nonlinear terms = O(γ). Linear terms. 

η = a cos θ +
π

L
a2f2 (

d

L
) cos 2θ + (

π

L
)

2
a3f3 (

d

L
) cos 3θ                (7) 

Eq. (1) gives the free surface elevation (𝜂) of the wave according to Stokes third-order theory. 

Where a = amplitude of the wave for the first-order term in the expression of surface elevation, d= 

water depth (m), L= wavelength (m). 

𝑓2 (
𝑑

𝐿
) =

𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ
2𝜋𝑑

𝐿
(𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ

4𝜋𝑑

𝐿
+2)

2(𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ
2𝜋𝑑

𝐿
)

3                            (8) 
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𝑓3 (
𝑑

𝐿
) =

3

16
.

8 (𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ
2𝜋𝑑

𝐿
)6+1

(𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ
2𝜋𝑑

𝐿
)

6                          (9) 

In the third-order approximation, the Eq. (7) can be written as 

η = 𝑎1 cos θ + 𝑎2 cos 2θ + 𝑎3 cos 3θ                      (10) 

And finally, the stokes higher-order expressed in Eq. (8) 

𝑐2 =
𝑔𝐿

2𝜋
𝑡𝑎𝑛ℎ

2𝜋𝑑

𝐿
{1 + (

2𝜋𝑎

𝐿
)2

𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ
8𝜋𝑑

𝐿
+8

8(𝑠𝑖𝑛ℎ
2𝜋𝑑

𝐿
)

4}                    (11) 

The Eq. (11) (stokes higher-order) waves have dispersive frequency and amplitude. 

 
 
3. Numerical method  

 
3.1 Governing equations 
 

To solve the incompressible N-S equations for two-phase flow (air, water) and for tracking the 

free surface in the numerical computational setup Volume of Fluid (VOF) scheme is incorporated 

(Viswanathan et al. 2021). Finite-volume based numerical model solves the governing equations. 

 

3.1.1 Equation of continuity 
Given when the equation for conservation of mass is coupled with the assumption of 

incompressibility 

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
= 0                             (12) 

Where, u-x velocity components (m/s)  

v-y are the velocity component (m/s) 

 
3.1.2 Navier stokes equation 
Obtained using the equation of continuity with conservation of momentum, written as 

ρ (
𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑤

𝜕𝑢

𝜕𝑧
) = −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝜇 (

𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑥2 +
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑦2 +
𝜕2𝑢

𝜕𝑧2) + 𝜌𝑔𝑥        (13) 

ρ (
𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑢

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑥
+ 𝑣

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝑤

𝜕𝑣

𝜕𝑧
) = −

𝜕𝑝

𝜕𝑦
+ 𝜇 (

𝜕2𝑣

𝜕𝑥2 +
𝜕2𝑣

𝜕𝑦2 +
𝜕2𝑣

𝜕𝑧2
) + 𝜌𝑔𝑦        (14) 

Where u and v are the velocity components along the x and y axes, respectively (m/s), ρ is density 

(kg/m3), μ is dynamic fluid viscosity, p is pressure (Pa), g is the acceleration of gravity (m/s2), and t 

is time (s). 

Either implicit or explicit discretization of time can be used to solve the volume fraction equation 

(Ansys manual 2020). In describing free surface and nonlinear wave motion, Navier-Stokes 

equations (Eqs. (13) and (14)) and continuity equations (Eq. (12)) are used. The water density 

remains constant (i.e., incompressible) and follows Newton’s law of viscosity. A schematic 

representation of the numerical wave flume model is illustrated in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 Numerical Wave flume model 

 

 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic NWF with boundary conditions and varying beach slopes (not to scale) 

 

 
3.2 Modelling of geometry  
 

A 2-D NWF geometrical model has a length of 20 m, and a height of 1.1 m with a 0.5 m water 

depth, and the NWF length is chosen to be twice the wavelength (L) of the maximum L considered 

in the study. It is enough to generate a fully matured wave to capture the proper wave-structure 

interaction. So that the wave-making area is not influenced by wave reflection from the downstream 

end. (length of NWF as 20 m (>12 m)), and the height of NWF is kept the same as the experimental 

setup. The geometrical model is designed by the Ansys design modeller tool. The geometry for 

numerical simulations with varying beach slopes with boundary conditions is illustrated in Fig.  2. 

Similarly, the slope characteristics are tabulated in Table 1. The parameters considered for 

optimization are three different sizes of mesh i.e., 0.01 m x 0.01 m. 0.02 m x 0.02 m and 0.03 m x 

0.03 m, varying end slopes (1:3, 1:5, Numerical beach) and Numerical tank length (20 m, 30 m, 40 

m) are discusses in the sub-sequent sections. 
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Table 1 Slope Characteristics 

Slope Characteristics 
Case 1- 

Slope 1:3 

Case 2- 

Slope 1:5 

Case 3- 

Numerical 

Beach 

V 0.6 m 0.6 m - 

H 1.8m  3.0 m - 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Workflow & different zones in Numerical Simulations Ansys-Fluent 

 

 

In the present numerical computations, a numerical beach is put at the end of NWT. As the 

absorbing technique, are considered by the method proposed by Cointe et al. (1990) where proper 

damping is added to free-surface conditions. On side walls, we don't impose any numerical beach 

technique and allow of wave reflections. A sloping beach (1:3 & 1:5) is considered similar to verify 

what happens in real beach. Sloping beach has the merit of investigating wave breaking on slope. 

The general steps involved in numerical simulation of ANSYS - FLUENT can be broadly 

classified into three. Pre-processing, Solver, and Post-processing. Pre-processing can be subdivided  
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Table 2 Grids Parameters 

Meshing 

Details 

Δx 

(m) 

Δz 

(m) 
Grid Cell Density No. of Elements 

No. of 

Nodes 

1. 0.03 0.03 200 24076 24775 

2. 0.02 0.02 300 55742 56796 

3. 0.01 0.01 600 220008 222119 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4(a)-(c) Fluent meshing closer to the test model 

 

into Geometry building, Meshing, and defining the boundary conditions, as illustrated in Figs. 3(a) 

and 3(b) highlights the different zones i.e., wave generating zone, working zone & damping zone 

for the computational domain. 

 

3.3 Meshing details 
 
The suitable mesh selection determines the solution's accuracy, stability, and computational 

efficiency. Hence in this segment, we devote a detailed discussion on the grid size or mesh details. 

The numerical grid pattern is created using the Ansys mesh tool. Using the face meshing method, 

the solution region is divided into square elements of chosen dimensions, and then a structured mesh 

is created. Initially, to determine the effect of mesh size on the accuracy of ANSYS Fluent results, a 

two–dimensional Numerical Wave Tank is modelled, and the wave surface elevations are obtained. 

The computational simulations are carried out for three mesh sizes, viz. 0.01 m x 0.01 m. 0.02 m x 

0.02 m and 0.03 m x 0.03 m as shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(c). Table 2 shows the base grid dimensions for 

which the trials are carried out. Havn (2011) recommended the criteria for sizing the mesh and time 

step for better accuracy. The mesh size parameters are illustrated in Table 2. 
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Table 3 Mesh convergence study 

Mesh size 0.01 m 0.02 m 0.03 m 

 

Incident Wave Height (m) 
0.10 0.10 0.11 

0.12 0.12 0.13 

0.14 0.14 0.16 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 Boundary conditions 

 

 

From the mesh convergence results obtained for the cases mentioned above, inferences are drawn 

that higher grid cell density gives more accurate results. But the computational time is very high 

than the same. So, it can be inferences that higher grid cell density is preferred for more accurate 

results while increasing the nodes and elements in the computation domain with finer mesh results 

more in time. But from the mesh convergence study shown in Table 3, the grid size of 0.02 m is 

observed with similar trends compared with the 0.01 m grid size. Hence, for the present study, the 

NWF meshes into structured square meshes of 0.02 m grid size, and the whole structure meshes 

uniformly into a square structured mesh of 0.02 m x 0.02. Due to that, the computational time 

reduces as fewer elements are used. Meanwhile, varying the beach slope at the downstream end of 

NWF doesn't significantly affect mesh size. 

 

3.4 Boundary conditions 
 

As we solve the 2nd order governing equation in 2-D, we need four boundary conditions to get 

the solution mathematically. Here in the physical domain, we have the following four boundary 

conditions.  

(i) Inlet =  velocity inlet 

(ii) Oulet = pressure outlet 

(iii) Bottom = wall (no-slip condition)  

(iv) Top = free surface 

The boundary conditions are illustrated schematically in Fig. 5. 

The NWF involves multiple phases, i.e., air and water. Flowing media (water) is always set as 

the secondary phase, and the medium over that is a primary phase (air). Fluent automatically assumes 

that the preliminary phase species is present in every cell unless otherwise mentioned. Creating the 

secondary phase (water) within the domain is assigned over the required portion to provide a 

constant fill level equal to the chosen water depth (d=0.5 m). For clarity, the actual boundary  
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Fig. 6 Ranges of validity for various wave theories (Le Mehaute 1969) 

 

 

conditions are shown in Fig. 5. The ocean wave is generated using a User Defined Function (UDF) 

to the inlet velocity boundary within the Fluent analysis module. A unique UDF is created for each 

water depth (d), wavelength (L), wave height (H), and wave period (T) combination.  

As an initial condition, static pressure is given for the liquid face, and the free surface between 

the air and water interface is generated by the volume of the fluid model (VOF). The implicit 

formulation is used for the volume fraction parameter.  

The numerical simulations are frameworks with two-phase air and water, having a constant 

density of 998 kg/m3 for water and 1.225 kg/m3 for air. The turbulence model chosen is a standard 

k-ε viscous model. To simulate the wave condition, the wave theory is selected based on Chakrabarti 

(1987), wherein the analysis involves the wave conditions from (1/20 ≤ d/ L ≤1/2) shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 

4. Experimental method  
 
4.1 Wave flume set-up 
 
The physical model studies are conducted in the wave flume facility at Central Water & Power 

Research Station (CWPRS)- Pune, India (Fig. 7). The wave flume has the following dimensions: 

Length = 50 m, Height = 1.8 m, and Breadth = 1.2 m. An electronically powered flap-type wave  
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Fig. 7 (a) Flap type paddle, (b) Flap type paddle, (c) Frequency drive and (d) Lengthwise wave flume 

 

 

generator is equipped in the wave flume. It is capable of generating regular waves. An active wave 

absorption system is provided in the downstream end for controlling the reflected wave.  

The surface elevations are determined by measuring the wave parameter at different locations by 

placing the capacitance-type wave probes inside the flume. The wave probes are 0.5 m long with a 

resolution of 0.02 mm, and the tolerance of error is +/- 1%. The calibration of wave probes is done 

before conducting the physical model study. 

 
4.2 Experimental setup 
 

The experimental section is placed at halfway of the wave flume, which is 28 m from the wave 

generation zone. The experimental wave flow phenomenon is observed through the glasses attached 

along one side of the wave flume. The wave recorder or synthesizer software has the flexibility to 

select any combinations of regular waves (H, T). The signal for the wave motion from the flap-type 

paddle is generated by a computer. The wave probes WP1, WP2, and WP3 measure the waves 

influenced by the incident waves. The experimental runs are collected for 30 s, and validation 15sec 

data are used. An artist view showing the wave flume setup and positions of wave probe 

arrangements are shown in Fig. 8. 

The primary input parameters: 

 Incident wave height, Hi 

 Wave period, T  

 Water depth, d (d=0.5 m) 

 The wavelength, L 
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Fig. 8 Artist view of the experimental arrangement 

 

 

5. Results and discussion 
 

Here, we are discussing the various effects of beach slopes (1:3, 1:5, and a numerical beach state) 

in reducing the wave reflection characteristics, and the validation of the numerical model is done by 

comparing it with an experimental and theoretical approach. The outcomes of 2D computational 

results apply to extensive wave conditions. The following input parameters remain fixed throughout 

the study, such as the water depth (d = 0.5 m) and NWF wave theory unless otherwise mentioned. 

 
5.1 Influence of beach slope 
 

Various researchers have investigated several methods and techniques to dissipate the wave 

attenuation at the downstream end of the NWF (Maguire 2011, Fatemeh 2007, Neves 2021). Wang 

et al. (2020) investigated the comparison study of the three major types of phase-resolved wave 

models and the differences among those wave models. In the present study, the NWF is tested in a 

water depth of 0.50 m with varying wave heights (0.12 m to 0.18 m) and wave periods (1.4 s and 

2.8 s). Two beach slopes (1:3 & 1:5) and numerical beach conditions are employed to dampen the 

wave energy and investigate optimum beach slopes for NWF. The measured wave elevations for 

different beach slopes at 3m from the end of the beach are shown in Fig. 9. A 3m is chosen from the 

downstream end of the beach to avoid the nonlinearities resulting from the wave breaking. The beach 

slope of 1:5 is optimum as the difference in the degree of wave damping, and the phase shift is 

insignificant compared to a slope of 1:3. Further, Fig. 9 shows the free surface elevations of the fully 

matured wave and the dissipated wave near the downstream end of the numerical beach. It is 

observed that the sloping beach effectively dampens the wave compared to numerical beach 

conditions. A minimum slope needed for preventing the reflected wave the different slopes were 

considered and the surface elevation (η) wave horizontal velocity are monitored. The results showed 

that within the range of this paper, a minimum slope of 1:5 is sufficient to avoid wave reflection in 

fluid domain. 

 
5.2 Analysis of errors 
 
The error analysis is performed to check the significance of the developed numerical model. The 

key factors affecting the wave generation are analysed, considering the cells and the number of  
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Fig. 9 η v/s t graphs for comparison of numerical, theoretical & experimental results (For H=0.12 m, 

T=1.4s) 

 

 

 

Fig. 10 Diffusive Error v/s t/T (For H=0.12 m, T=1.4s) 

 

 

points per wave height. The theoretical solutions are used as the reference solution. A regular wave 

with the wave period T = 1.4 s and wave height H = 0.12 m at a water depth of d = 0.5 m is propagated 

in the numerical wave flume for 15 wave seconds. In each wave period, a uniform distribution of 10 

points was used to calculate the diffusive error using. 

In each case, the diffusive error, ε, was calculated using 

ε =
1

𝐻
(η − η′)                                    (16) 
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Where η and η` denote the numerically computed free-surface elevation and the reference point 

elevations (Zhang et al. 2019), the results obtained in the NWF after about the initial 4 seconds of 

simulation are used for the analysis to avoid any spurious results at the beginning of the test. The 

variations of diffusive error with time normalized by the wave period for (t/T) = (0.12 m, 1.4s) are 

plotted as follows in Fig. 10. 

The relative error is calculated by taking the analytical solution and reference point as reference. 

As evident from the graphs, in all three cases, it can observe that the error through all the domain 

lengths is minimal. The maximum diffusive error for slope 1:3 (Case 1), 1:5 (Case 2), and numerical 

beach (Case 3) are 5.2 %, 4 %, and 4.5 %, respectively, all of which are within the acceptable limit. 

(Oberkampf and Blottner 1997). 

 
5.3 Influence of the numerical wave flume length 
 

Numerical simulations are carried out for different wave tank lengths L (20 m, 30 m, 40 m). The 

comparison plots are illustrated in Fig. 11. The water surface elevation at t=15 s for different tank 

lengths is noted that a reduction in the length of the NWF to 20 m causes the reflection of the waves 

to affect the surface elevation at the downstream end and a shift in nature. At the same time, 

increasing the NWF length to 30 and 40 m does not show any improvements, but it results in higher 

simulation time for conditions considered in the present study, in case of theoretical value slight 

variations observed within the acceptable limit. 

Increasing the tank length is an effective solution to prevent wave reflection; on the other hand, 

a 20 m wave tank (twice the maximum wavelength consider in the study) gives better results.  

 
5.4 Validation of the NWF against experimental results 
 

To validate the results from NWF against the experimental results, the time series of free surface 

elevations for all the cases from the numerical procedure is plotted. A comparison with experimental 

results is illustrated in Fig. 12. 

A UDF is defined for the components of inlet velocity to generate ocean waves numerically to 

simulate the wave theory. This numerical wave flume gave considerably good results in-line with 

the experimental results. For the time step of 0.01 s (T/200), surface elevation in the wave crest and  

 

 

 

Fig. 11 η v/s t graphs for comparison of various tank lengths & theoretical results (For H=0.12 m, T=1.4s) 
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Fig. 12 Comparison of η v/s t plots for different NWF with experimental results (For H=0.12 m, T=1.4s) 

 

 

trough obtained from the numerical study closely correlates with the analytical study. Hence the 

time step of 0.01 s is considered for all CFD simulations. 

 

5.5 Validation of recommended parametric solutions with experimental findings  
 

5.5.1 Comparison of wave profile obtained from the recommended NWF with 
experimental results 

The comparison of the wave surface elevations (η) between the experimental results and the 

simulated results for a case of Hi/d=0.24, T = 1.4 s with the recommended mesh size of 0.02 m x 

0.02 m, with a timestep of 0.01 s, 20 m tank length and numerical beach condition is illustrated in 

Fig. 14. The discrepancies in the wave height and phase for a few waves are observed owing to the  
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Fig. 13 Variation of free surface elevation (η) between experimental and computational results; Relative 

Wave height (Hi/d) =0.24, Wave period (T)=1.4 s 

 

 

fact that the numerical dissipation in the simulation might affect the wave behavior, causing damping 

or alterations that are not present in the physical experiments. But a general agreement between the 

numerical results and the experimental results is reasonable. The relative error is used to analyse the 

numerical and experimental results are quantitative. 

Relative error = 
Ep −Np

Ep
 × 100 

Where Ep - Experimental results 

Np - Numerical results 

The mean relative error in wave height measured by the wave probe is 3.8 %, and the free surface 

elevation variation shows good correlations between experimental study and numerical solutions. 

 

5.5.2 Validation of recommended NWF with the hydraulic parameters of a quarter circle 
breakwater 

The recommended parametric solutions are validated by the experimental findings of Binumol 

et al. (2017), on the performance of quarter circle breakwater. The depth of NWF (1.1 m) is fixed 

the same as the physical wave flume at NITK, Surathkal. The test conditions and wave 

characteristics are illustrated in Table 4.  

 

5.5.3 Computational domain (Meshing details) 
The computational mesh is created using the Fluent Meshing tool. The face meshing method is 

used to create a structured mesh, in which the domain is divided into square elements of specified 

dimensions. The relatively simple geometry of the NWT allows for efficient modelling of the 

domain using quadrilateral cells. The base grid dimension of 0.02 m x 0.02 m is chosen which 

provides in the order of 300 cells per wavelength for typical test conditions, which are finer and 

more accurate than, a minimum grid cell density of 200. (Kamath 2012). The selection of grid size  
is elaborated in the earlier section 3.3. Fig. 14, shows the computational mesh of QCB in a numerical 

wave flume and the boundary conditions are illustrated in Fig. 15. 
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Table 4 Range of wave parameters used for validation of NWF 

Parameters Range of Values 

Water depth, d (m) 0.35-0.45 

Incident wave height, Hi (m) 0.03 - 0.18 

Wave period, T (s) 1.2 - 2.2 

Radius of QCB, R (m) 0.55 

 
 

 

Fig. 14 Generated mesh model for test model (QCB - 0.02 m x 0.02 m) 

 
 

 

Fig. 15 NWF with boundary conditions 

 
5.5.4 Boundary conditions 
In the previous section 3.4, a detailed discussion is given regarding the boundary conditions. The 

same conditions are adopted while implementing the test model of QCB in a numerical wave flume. 

 

5.5.5 Comparison of the numerical and experimental wave reflection coefficient (Kr) 
Fig. 16, show the validation of Kr with Hi/L for different d/hs. For the quarter circle breakwater, 

the minimum Kr value of 0.479 is observed at d/hs equal to 0.732 (0.45 m water depth) and the 

maximum Kr obtained is 0.823 when d/hs equal to 0.569 (0.35 m water depth). For quarter circle  
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Fig. 16 Comparison of numerical and experimental wave reflection coefficient (Kr) with Wave steepness 

(Hi/L), for d/hs = 0.732 

 

 

breakwater of radius 0.55 m (hs = 0.615 m), Kr varies from 0.479 to 0.660 for 6.318 x10-4< Hi/L < 

6.3710 x10-3. The minimum Kr observed is 0.479 at a wave height of 0.03 m and a wave period of 

1.8s (Hi/L= 9.439 x10-4) and a water depth equal to 0.45 m (d/hs = 0.732). 

On comparing, the numerical and experimental Kr values from the above Fig. 20, it is noticed 

that the experimental and numerical Kr values are in good correlation with a minimum deviation of 

1.431% and a maximum deviation of 6.64%. The deviations are found to be well within the 

acceptable limit. Using the error analysis equation as discussed in section 6.2. 
 

5.5.6 Comparison of the numerical and experimental Relative Wave Runup (Ru/Hi) 
The wave runup (Ru/Hi) is the vertical height reached by the up-rushing wave above the still 

water level (SWL). The wave runup on QBW is usually expressed in terms of relative wave runup, 

Ru/Hi which is an essential parameter for fixing the crest elevation for non-overtopping conditions 

and it mainly depends on water depth, and structure parameters like breakwater radius and wave 

parameters. The results obtained from the numerical studies are plotted as non-dimensional graphs 

showing the variation of relative wave runup with wave steepness, (Hi/L) for different relative water 

depths, and d/hs. Fig. 17, shows the comparison plots of relative runup (Ru/Hi) with wave steepness 

(Hi/L). 

The minimum (Ru/Hi) observed is 1.753 at a wave height of 0.09 m and a wave period of 1.2s 

((Hi/L) = 6.371x10-3) and at 0.45 m water depth (d/hs = 0.732). Further, from Fig. 20, it is observed 

that (Ru/Hi) decreases with an increase in depth. The higher the water depths, the effect of curvature 

is more pronounced, and this results in a lower runup. In comparison of values obtained by 

experimental results to the values from the present study, the percentage error is in the range of 

1.90% to 6.36% which is within the acceptable limit. 
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Fig. 17 Comparison of numerical and experimental relative wave runup (Ru/Hi) with Wave steepness 

(Hi/L), for  d/hs = 0.732 

 

 

5.5.7 Comparison of the numerical and experimental loss coefficient (Kl) 
Fig. 18, demonstrates the variation of numerically determined loss coefficient (Kl) as a function of 

wave steepness (Hi/L) for a water depth of 0.45 m for a quarter circle breakwater. For QBW of radius 

equal to 0.55 m (hs equal to 0.615 m), Kl varies from 0.751 to 0.877 for 6.318x10-4 < Hi/L 

<6.3710x10-3. The maximum Kl observed is 0.877 at a wave height of 0.03 m and a wave period of 

1.8s (Hi/L = 9.439 x10-4) and water depth equal to 0.45 m (d/hs = 0.732). The loss coefficient, Kl 

decreases with an increase in Hi/L and also decreases with an increase in hs/d. 

 

 

 

Fig. 18 Comparison of numerical and experimental loss coefficient (Kl) with Wave steepness (Hi/L), for 

d/hs = 0.732 
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Similar to the numerical loss coefficient, the experimental loss coefficient also decreases with an 

increase in incident wave height for a given relative water depth and hence the dissipation is lesser 

for high wave steepness values. The experimental results are also found to be in good agreement 

with numerical results. The percentage error of numerical results from the experimental results 

varies between 2.3% to 7.1%, which is within the acceptable limit. 

Similar to the numerical loss coefficient, the experimental loss coefficient also decreases with an 

increase in incident wave height for a given relative water depth and hence the dissipation is lesser 

for high wave steepness values. The experimental results are also found to be in good agreement 

with numerical results. The percentage error of numerical results from the experimental results 

varies between 2.3% to 7.1%, which is within the acceptable limit. 

 

5.5.8 Flow field near the test model based on CFD  
A typical result of the numerical flow field near the QCB (test model) for Hi/d = 0.40, T= 2.2 s 

is illustrated in Fig. 19 for t = 10 s, 20 s, 30 s. This flow nature helps in understanding the physics 

of the kinematics of water particle motion during the wave structure interaction. At the initial stage 

(i.e.,) the generation of the wave from the wave generating zone and the ensuing propagation of the  

wave toward the model before the wave starts interacting with the test model (Fig. 19(a)). Fig. 19(b) 

shows the fully developed wave interacting with the test model and the water particle velocities are 

 

 

 

Fig. 19 Numerical flow field near test model with Hi/d =0.40, T=2.2 s 
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maximum at a fully developed wave crust location. On the other hand, the water depth is less than 

half of the wavelength, which implies the water particles move in an elliptical motion. 

The backflow of water particles from the test model is observed when the structure attained 

maximum run-up (Fig. 19(c)). Similarly, the velocity of water particles is more at 20 sec when 

compared to the velocity of water particles at 10 s, which increases the run-up on the test model and 

subsequently the flow overtops on the tip of the test mode. As the time progresses, (i.e., for 25 sec – 

30 sec) the wave impinges more on the breakwater and hence results in overtopping towards the lee 

side of the test model. From the outcome, it is evident that numerical results are having a good 

correlation with experimental findings as discussed in the earlier sections. 

 
 

6. Conclusions 
 
An attempt has been made to analyse the performances of the NWF by varying the beach slopes, 

length of NWF, and mesh sizes to arrive at optimum geometrical conditions for better numerical 
solutions. Finally, the recommended NWF is validated with the physical model study on the 
hydraulic performance of quarter circle breakwater (QCB).  
Based on that the following conclusions have arrived: 
 
1. Increasing the computational grid or mesh size results in wave damping and a small shift in the 

peak of results providing insignificant numerical solutions. To overcome these three mesh sizes 

(0.01 x 0.01. 0.02 m x 0.02 m and 0.03 m x 0.03 m) are considered. It is noted that (0.02 m x0.02 

m) agrees with experimental and theoretical approaches and is effective in computational time 

compared to a lower mesh size (0.01 m x 0.01 m). NWF doesn't significantly affect varying 

beach slopes concerning the mesh size.  

2. The beach slopes of (1:3, 1:5, and numerical beach conditions) are implemented in the 

downstream end of NWF to address the wave reflection and concluded that the beach slope of 

1:5 and numerical beach conditions are similar in the performance of wave absorbing nature. In 

addition, a 36 % reduction in the simulation time is observed in the case of numerical beach 

conditions. 

3. To optimize the length of NWF, several factors are considered. Finally, the numerical 

simulations with a mesh size of 0.02 m x 0.02 m, with timestep 0.01 s, 20 m NWF length, and 

numerical beach condition provide a good output with an excellent agreement with theoretical 

and experimental results. 

4. Eventually, it is noted that the prediction by CFD results is compared very well with the 

measured wave reflection coefficient (Kr), wave runup (Ru/Hi) and with energy loss coefficients 

(Kl) for a range of input conditions consider in the study. The CFD results compare satisfactorily 

with the experimental results. 
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Nomenclature 
 

𝑑 Water depth 

S Stokes length 

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics 

QCB Quarter Circular Breakwater 

NWF Numerical Wave Flume 

𝜔 Angular Frequency 

   k Wavenumber 

𝐿 Wavelength  

H Wave height 

T Wave period 

FFT Fast Fourier Transform 

BEM Boundary Element Method 

SBW Semi-Circular Breakwater 

N-S Navier-Stokes 

𝑔 Acceleration due to gravity 

s Scaling factor 

μ Viscosity 

𝐾𝑟 Wave reflection 

UDF User-Defined Function 

VoF Volume of Fluid 
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